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Installation Guide for Browning Maxus 2 

1. Use the included alcohol wipes and clean the side of the receiver and wait till dry. 
2. There is a thin stainless-steel plate that is attached to the back inside of the shell catcher. 
3. Remove the 3M adhesive back from the stainless-steel plate and ensure it fits inside the 

recess of the shell catcher. 
4. Line up the notch on the bottom of the shell catcher with the hole on the edge of the 

loading port. 
5. Once aligned, push the shell catcher up and onto the ejection port. This will ensure the 

stainless-steel plate adheres to the correct location. 
6. Once installed, the shell catcher can be removed. Press down on the stainless-steel plate to 

ensure that it has proper adhesion on the receiver. 
7. The stainless-steel plate will remain on the receiver and allow the shell catcher something to 

stick to. 
 

Using the Shell Catcher for the Browning Maxus 2 

1. Check and make sure there is no loaded ammunition in the firearm. 
2. Pull the trigger and manually lock the bolt to the rear. 
3. Remove the charge handle. 
4. Attach the shell catcher. 
5. Load a round by inserting it in the opening in front of the shell catcher brass end first. 
6. Press the bolt release to load the round. 
7. Fire the round and the bolt will lock to the rear and the shell catcher will catch the hull. 
8. Remove the hull by sliding it forward and out the opening in front of the shell catcher. 
9. Repeat steps 1 – 8 for each round being fired. 
10. Once done shooting, you can reinstall the charge handle and remove the shell catcher. 

 
Make sure to remove the shell catcher when not in use. Leaving the shell catcher on for 

extended periods of time will cause the shell catcher to stretch and no longer have enough 
tension to snap onto the receiver and stay in place. 


